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PROCESS AUTOMATION FEATURES

 Manage access to the site/station/carwash

 Detect and identify tagged vehicles 

 Identify drivers with fleet cards

 Detect and identify the vehicle’s fuel tank

 Record odometer data (GPS route and fuel tank level) 

 Forecourt devices management (dispensers, ATG system)  

 Authorize refueling (Diesel, Petrol, LPG, CNG and LNG, Hydrogen, Electric 
charging)

DATA MANAGEMENT FEATURES

 Manage vehicle/driver accounts (permissions, rules, stats, type of fuel, etc.)

 Local and centralized database for all transactions 

 Remote (Cloud) access and control of the system
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Local/regional public and private transport
Logistic and freight 

Construction 
Railroad transport

Taxi and car service  
Institutional fleets

Private fleets
Waste collection
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Vehicle equipped with TAG approached 
the site (TAG allows you to uniquely 
identify each vehicle) The TAG ID is identified and verified in the 

MASER Fleet Smart Management System 
(FSMS) database 

The FSMS authorizes and sends 
commands to the access control devices 
- Gate control (Barriers, Traffic Lights 

etc.)
- Carwash (access and execution of the 

wash) 
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UHF Antenna detects the vehicle TAG
(UHF Antenna reads the TAG signal. The 
coverage is about 30 ° with a maximum 
depth of 8 - 10 meters)
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The Digital ID data in the vehicle TAG is read by the UHF antenna

The digital ID data is communicated to The FSMS

The FSMS runs the digital ID check in the Database

The vehicle ID is confirmed and access is authorized OR denied  

The FSMS access management module AHAB sends instructions to 
the access control devices 



Vehicle with driver holding a fleet 
card approaches the dispensers

The FSMS checks the fleet card 
account in the database

The FSMS authorizes the refueling on 
the dispenser. 
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The operator presents the fleet card to 
the FILL SMART RFID reader

The driver is prompted to select the 
dispenser number, to enter vehicle 
odometer data and initializes the 
transaction.  

The driver completes the refueling 
and leaves the site.  



The FILL SMART RFID reader reads the fleet card ID and transmits the data to the 
local FSMS (FLEET MAC)

The FSMS checks the fleet card account ID in the CARD SMART database 
and checks the account rules and parameters.

After the successful database check and according to the specific fleet card 
account rules and parameters the FSMS (FLEET MAC) digital screen prompts 
the user to enter additional optional data. 

FSMS authorizes the dispenser for the refueling.

The refueling transaction data is transmitted to the FSMS, which records the 
transaction data and updates the fleet card account. 
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The vehicle mileage data (and fuel tank 
level data) is recorded in the vehicle’s 
account in the database 

The refueling is completed and the 
vehicle leaves the site.

The vehicle equipped with TAG and MUVI 
approaches the site. 
- The TAG allows you to uniquely identify each 

vehicle
- The MUVI transmits the GPS mileage data of 

the vehicle. (The MUVIx extended version also 
transmits the fuel tank level data)

UHF Antenna communicates with the vehicle 
TAG and MUVI devices and reads the vehicle 
ID and MUVI GPS mileage data (fuel tank data 
also in the extended model)

The TAG ID data is verified in the FSMS 
database and the vehicle is identified and 
authorized according to the account rules 
and parameters (ex: fuel type and volume 
limits)

The dispenser is authorized.
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The UHF Antenna reads the vehicle TAG ID data and MUVI GPS mileage data 
and transmits it to the ELAB module of the FSMS

The vehicle ID is checked in the database

The ELAB module of the FSMS records the MUVI data in the client’s account in 
the database

The FSMS authorizes the refueling according to the rules of the client account

The FSMS records the transaction data in the client account in the DB.
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The driver or attendant places the dispenser 
nozzle equipped with a RFID reader in the 
tank

The filling is authorized by FSMS according 
to the client’s account rules. The driver 
completes the filling and leaves the site 

The vehicle equipped with RING and MUVI 
approaches the site. 
- The RING allows you to uniquely identify each 

vehicle
- The MUVI transmits the GPS mileage data of 

the vehicle. (The MUVIx extended version also 
transmits the fuel tank level data)

UHF Antenna communicates with  the vehicle 
MUVI device and reads the MUVI GPS mileage 
data (fuel tank data also in the extended 
model)

The vehicle odometer data (and fuel tank 
level data) is recorded in the client’s 
account in the database 

The nozzle RFID reader antenna 
communicates with the fuel tank RING 
and transmits the data to the FSMS
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The UHF Antenna reads the vehicle MUVI GPS mileage data and transmits it 
to the ELAB module of the FSMS 

The MUVI data is recorded in the vehicle account in the database.

The dispenser nozzle RFID reader antenna communicates with the RING 
and transmits the ID to the FSMS

The FSMS checks the vehicle ID in the database and if this vehicle is 
authorized for filling with this type of fuel.

The dispenser is authorized

The transaction data is recorded in the client account in the DB



ELAB Maser (ELAB interfaces between RIC1-2-4 and the database)

Connects to the MAC terminal and to the antenna receiver. It sores a 
copy of the vehicle data and the access database.

A desktop/laptop and tablet accessible application providing a dashboard to 
monitor the fleet management solution data on each site and the entire network.   

AHAB interfaces with the "Access" Maser Management Software to control 
the barriers, traffic lights, panels, etc..
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Our TankSmart system for petrol stations applies the best technology for 
real-time automated control and monitoring of your fuel stock. 

A proprietary all-in-one solution for fleet card management, 
product of 30 years of client and customer driven evolution.  

Remote access to the centralized data of the network  
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TAG - Allows you to uniquely identify each vehicle sufficient to authorize access to the sites and carwash 
etc. 

The UHFA antenna on the site is coupled with the TAG on board when the vehicle enters the area 
covered by the signal (cone of about 30 ° with a maximum depth of 8 - 10 meters)

MUVI - records the vehicle GPS mileage data that can be transmitted at each passage. (The 
extended version MUVIx allows you to check the level of fuel in the tank and simple 
reconciliation of each refueling)

Tank RING and dispenser nozzle FRID READER – They provide vehicle identification and type of fuel 
information to the managements system to allow the refueling with the right type of fuel of only authorized 
vehicles. 

RIC – A UHF receiver. 1 to 4 connectable antennas. The RICs connect to the antennas to acquire the 
signal and process the data. 
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TANK SMART  - transmits the data form the ATG system console to the local or centralized 
management system in real time via LAN or GPRS connection.    

SAFETY SMART – an integration system for all critical operation devices and safety systems on the site 
to centralize all functional alarms and alerts. The system provides an all-in-one security and safety 
alarms dashboard accessible remotely and sends real time alerts to the appropriate emergency 
reaction systems (Fire Department, Power company etc.)

FILL SMART RFID – attached to the dispenser or MAC OPT the FillSmart RFID card reader allows to 
identify the driver/vehicle card and authorize the refueling.  
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MASER ITALIA S.R.L.

Via degli Artigiani 20/E
40024 Castel San Pietro Terme, Bologna, 
ITALY

+39 0516946711

info@maseritalia.com
www.maseritalia.com
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